TAB Summary form
Anonymised data may be used for research, audit or evaluation
Foundation doctor
Name of Foundation Doctor
GMC No
Training period from
Training period to
Local education provider
In order for the foundation doctor to see this summary, it must be released.
Do you want to release the TAB summary to the foundation doctor? *
NOTES:
If you select ‘No’, the TAB summary cannot be released later.
If you select 'Yes', no further responses can be added after you release the results. You cannot select 'Yes' if the TAB does not have a minimum of 8 responses.

o
o

Yes
No

-->

Tooltip 1

WARNING: This option should only be used for very rare circumstances - if you continue,
you will not be able to release this TAB later and the foundation doctor will not be able to see
it or use it as evidence of their progression. Please consult your local ePortfolio
administrator/foundation programme director before using this option. If you wish to continue,
please add a full explanation in the comments why this TAB could not be released. If this is a
mistake, please select a different answer.

Did the foundation doctor request at least the minimum
-->
range of TAB assessors as available within the placement?:
*

Tooltip 2

In order for a TAB round to be valid,
• assessments must be provided by the minimum assessment group.
• In exceptional circumstances where
o the minimum assessor range is not offered in a specific placement (this does not
include Consultant/GP principles of whom will always be in a placement);
o or if the minimum range of assessors did not complete/return their assessment;
the educational supervisor can indicate in their end of placement report that they
recognise the issue and are satisfied that the foundation doctor had requested
assessments from the required range as available within the specific placement. The
TAB Summary should not be completed. Instead, the TAB should be extended to
allow the foundation doctor to gather the remaining required responses to be able to
achieve a valid TAB.

o
o

Yes
No
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Comment:

TAB outcome: *





Satisfactory
Incomplete (within time limit) - repeat TAB will be required
Invalid (incorrect number or mix of assessors) - repeat TAB will be required
Unsatisfactory: anything other than trival minor concern which does not require action will necessitate a repeat TAB

Note: some trusts will require multiple TABs regardless of the TAB outcome - please consult local postgraduate centre for details.
Satisfactory means that this TAB will satisfy the ARCP TAB requirement. Where any other option is chosen a further TAB will need to be undertaken.
Incomplete means fewer than 10 responses received within the time limit.
Invalid means incorrect number or mix of assessors.
Unsatisfactory means that the TAB contains non-trivial minor or major concerns (anything other than trivial minor concerns which do not require action will
necessitate a repeat TAB).

Comment:

Date: *
Details of individual completing the TAB Summary
Name *
GMC / Other Registration Number
Email *
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